Three Part Lecture To Outline Careers in Fields of Math

A three-part lecture, the first in a series on careers in mathematics, was delivered Monday afternoon in Broida 214. The participants were Mr. Charles Robert Finley, a school teacher, both curricular and extracurricular, and the preparatory school's students in grades 8-12. He stated existing opportunities of an increased number of new teachers each year.

Although he is now teaching mathematics on a daily basis at Harvard in the field of mathematics, he pointed out the great difference between high and college teaching and then discussed the need for those who may be interested in a career of this nature to place more emphasis on ideas and less on drill.

Mr. Stewart, an Assistant Professor of Mathematics here, started his formal teaching career while still an undergraduate at Washington and Jefferson. He has been at Trinity for seven years. He drew on an example of a student and pointed out why he likes to talk about the subject.

In a question and answer session following the lecture, Mr. Freedman, Associate Professor of Education, was called on to outline high school mathematics. He also mentioned the improving salary situation.

There will be two more lectures in this series, the next dealing with the arithmetical field, the last with mathematics in industry.

Spanish Club Offers Prizes for Speeches

In celebration of Pan American Bay, April 14, the Spanish Club is offering small awards to those who are doing the best speeches of five minutes on a Spanish topic. The topic is open to all students of Spanish, those who live in a Spanish-speaking country, and will take place on the afternoon of April 16.

The opportunity to represent Trinity College in the Pan American debate is being extended to all students of Spanish living in New England on the secondary and college levels, sponsored by the Pan American Union and the American Association of Teachers of Spanish. Those who wish to enter must submit their names to the Spanish Club by April 15.

The Spanish Club will also present one present to the end of April in Spanish. Students who wish to test for parts should see Mr. Diaz before Spring recess.

Glee Club Will Go South For Annual Spring Tour

By James Flannery

The most ambitious series of concerts in the thirty-five-year history of the Trinity College Glee Club will be undertaken tomorrow when it embarks on its present tour. Under the direction of Dr. Clarence H. Barbour, the Glee Club will open a five day schedule in Greensboro, Winston-Salem and Birmingham, before being featured on Friday. The Philadelphia area will be the scene of the next six days in April and May, when they will perform in Conyngham, N. J., on March 25.

Dr. Barbour, who has won many honors in his studio abroad, including the rare privilege of membership in the Societe Francaise de Montligeon, is in his third year as director of the Glee Club. Under his leadership, the club has developed a national reputation and for its well-balanced programs.

On the tour, programs of both sacred and secular natures will be presented. The sacred program features works of music by Brahms, Handel and Allegri. Three pieces especially selected for the Trinity Glee Club will be from their first American performances: two motets by Daniel Pinkham, and a Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis by Franz Requiem by Gabriel Fauré. The sacred concerts will include the Ave Maria and English folk-songs, Negro spirituals, Gilbert and Sullivan excerpts, and Dvoár’s “Raníčké pleso.”

Feature Soloists

Featured soloists are James Flannery, tenor, and Fred MacK, baritone. Jim has won a winner on the National and Boston Four Mark Original Aniseau Hour and has appeared in theaters and night clubs. Mr. MacK has his own television program over station WICN (Continued on page 5)

Chemistry Society Honors Majors

Mandel E. Slater, John J. Kiupert, Laurence W. Mooney, III, and Ying-Yung Yam, have been selected for honors in chemistry.

Each year the Connecticut Valley Section of the American Chemical Society presents outstanding chemistry major in each of the Connecticut Valley schools. The one-year membership in the American Chemical Society, together with a year's subscription to one of its journals. The award is given to the outstanding senior in the major.

The final speaking contest will be held Monday night as and Talbot Spivak beat Smith in the great Elvis debate.

"A fan will not ruin society, but even Russian roulette has a great effect on the mind," remarked Mr. Talbot Spivak Monday night as he and Talbot Spivak beat Smith in the great Elvis debate.

Whitlock and Brown Speak Clearly in Spanish

Detailed outlines of speeches to be presented in the Frank W. Whitlock and F. A. Brown Prize Competition must be submitted to either Professor Vigil or Dumble before April 27.

All students may enter the Frank W. Whitlock Speaking Contest. Prizes of $40 and $25 will be awarded.

F. A. Brown Speech Contest is open to seniors. The winner and runner-up will receive $125 and $50 respectively.

The contest for the judges will be held in the Library Conference Room.

Simpson acknowledged that youth is a state that is not static but is a living, breathing, aging entity of an older generation, but he maintained direction to the rebellion. "Enterprising, not educational, but it should be wholesome," Dr. Simpson said.

The coming of the era of the spiritual beginnings of the birth of the voice of the young people, and the rebellion against their parents, is a natural and healthy stage in the development of the young generation. It is not true of the unfortunate male.

Dr. Simpson said, "After the wakening and the outcome of the second generation, the young generation come to the light of youth. They will be a force to be reckoned with in the future."
Campus Gods on Trial?

Prevailing rushing procedures intersect a profound note of immaturity and mutual distrust among fraternities.

Although freshmen and upperclassmen from social interest groups on their own campus, the common ground cannot be found, one part, a base injustice to all parties concerned.

The only solution to the problem plaguing our college is to have consistent and frequent intercourse between freshmen and all other members of the student body, at any time or place on the campus. Trinity is a college, founded upon and steeped in liberal traditions; and we have no room for segregation upon these 84 acres.

Fraternities are looking too much upon the number of members and not at the quality and character of those there. They are too busy upon saying what one cannot do, rather than what one can do. They spend too much time discouraging that encouragement is overlooked.

Moreover, who is the fraternity system to regulate the power of the freedom of association?

The Ball Is Rolling

At last we have progressed to report from the 1st Monday of March, last, having voted on the Tri pod suggestion of raising the fine. A 10 to 20 fines have been taken up, as well as 7 houses for and 3 houses against. This is a pleasant sign of progress from the 5 to 10 vote of last week.

More than ever we are firmly convinced that such a move is the only logical academic remedy the I.F.C. can prescribe. We are proud of the two houses that thought rationally enough to change their decision last week. A vote test.

Since last week, the tripod has investigated the academic question even further, and has compiled the following data pertaining to the sophomore class.

1. There were 22 men who did not have a 70 average who pledged fraternities this Fall.
2. Of these 22 men, 5 fell below 60 last January.
3. Of these 22 men, only 4 men brought their academic averages up to 70 or better in January.
4. The remaining 18 men (of who fell below 60) never managed to make a 70 average.
5. Of the men who pledged to a fraternity last January, 4 went academic probation. In addition, 2 juniors and 1 senior flunked out who had never attained a 70 average.

It should be kept in mind that 67 is the lowest possible average that a student can take into account the national and local fraternity picture, whereby fraternities are being called upon daily to verify their own esteem of their members by expressing exceptions in the academic picture, and fail completely to offer anything but rationalization, fears of the loss of I.F.C. power, and the fear of taking a positive, rational step in any one direction at one time.

EVIDENCE: THE PROGRAM IS IN PROGRESS

(Editors' Note)

More than 1,000 Trinity alumni live in far-flung areas all over the world, where personal solicitations for the Program of Progress is virtually impossible. However, the Development Office and the College freshly Magazine agreed that some method of personal solicitation is necessary in order to give every alumnus the most complete picture possible of Trinity's "Program of Progress for the College of the future."

To accomplish this, Albert E. Holdredge, Vice-President, in charge of development, and Robert Bacon, his assistant, decided to use a special mailing, producing professionally on the campus and manufactured by one of the nation's leading record makers. The record was mailed to all distant alumni in the United States and Canada, South America, Europe, and Asia.

To the Editor of the Tripod:

When the fine little record reached me, beginning and ending with "Neath the Elms," I urged the committee to have the Glee Club produce a 10 or 12 inch record of all Trinity songs, or a selection of the best Trinity songs with perhaps some other college songs added to make it more comprehensive. If you will publish this suggestion in the "Tripod," perhaps other Trinity men would express their agreement that these remarks were made for such a record to be made.

The present Glee Club as shown in this little record, is one of the finest men's choirs I have ever heard, and I have heard and sung in a lot of them.

Faithfully,

Chairman
(Rev.) Charles R. Crisler, Jr. '74.

Withdrawals

Students who withdrew from College during past semester:

Or did not return after academic withdrawal:

Privilege of Applying for Readmission

Required for Academic Withdrawal

With or Without Privilege of Return

For Discipline

For Health

For Financial Reasons

Transferring

Graduated

Reason Unknown

Total

Withdrawals

Freshmen

Upperclassmen

Classes

4

18

8

9

9

5

1

1

1

1

3

4

"3 includes suspended for 1 semester for overcutting classes and 1 suspended for 1 semester for overcutting chapel.

Doctor's Orders

Dr. Lacy Speaks on Testing

By CHARLES BELL

An expose of some of the most important uses and abuses of vocational guidance was presented by Dr. O. W. Lacy at a meeting of the Psychology Club on March 7th. The fee is no "general" it doesn't seem to ruin such things. Is the broken window too "specifica?" The only thing this fee 'generally' does is grow larger. Certainly the school could afford a $20 glass once in a while, without making a case out of it. The point is not the three dollar assessment, but rather that I like to feel that maybe I can get a little less for my money.

It's like an insurance company which regularly collects a premium for years but vanishes when a fire occurs.

Dr. Lacy emphasized that people purging to give vocational guidance frequently missed their "clients." Interests, skills, and personality traits were given as the most pertinent factors in determining results. The stressing of any one of these factors is one of the most common abuses of the field according to Lacy.

A common example of this abuse is the emphasis on the Strong Vocational Interest Test, which is given at Trinity, without a proper knowledge of the group on which the test was formulated and the relative importance of the test.

Examples of good and bad counseling were given by Dr. Lacy to back up his statements.

TRIPOD ELECTIONS

TRIPOD elections will be held on the Monday night after Spring Vacation: Monday night, April 1, in the Tripod offices. Anyone whose name appears in the masthead is eligible to vote.
Hungarian Student Will Attend Amherst

Amherst College has accepted a Hungarian student as a sophomore for the coming year, and he has been given a scholarship.

It was announced Thursday, February 28, by Student Council President Peter Parker '58, that Gabor Forgó, who took part in the revolution in Budapest, is now living in Vienna to come to this country, and to Amherst College.

The Student Council is undertaking a study as to how they can raise the remainder of the money needed to give Forgó a year at Amherst.

Parker voiced his confidence that the Amherst student body would get out of its way to demonstrate its sympathy for the Hungarian cause. "Surely," he said, "no better method can be devised to pave the way for a future free Hungary than through the education of Hungarian refugees in American colleges and universities. I am sure that Amherst students will help this student adjust to his new environment."

IFC Weighs Change In Pledging Average

Discussion of Constitution changes and consideration of the proposal which would raise the pledging average by 4% to 70 highlighted Monday nights meeting of the IFC.

Mortimer Compute

Laird Mottimer '57, Editor of the Tripo, introduced a set of statistics in an attempt to show the need for raising the pledging average. In a last vote the motion to change the average from 67 to 70 was defeated by a vote of 3 to 1, needing a vote of 5 to 2 for acceptance. There will be further discussion in the fraternity houses before the motion comes up for a final vote.

Open Campus

A motion was proposed which would create an open campus in terms of rushing of freshmen but was quickly killed with the suggestion that it be brought up in house meetings for discussion and modification.

Players Locking Musicians

Attention musicians! The Trinity Chamber Players have announced that there are openings in the string and woodwind sections for their spring concert in May.

The group has performed twice on campus this year, and its selections vary between classical and popular.

Peter Reithaler, T.C.P. President, stated that anyone interested in auditioning should contact him in New Dorm 315 or through Box 375.
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Alpha Delt Retains Pool Win; Psi U, New Dorm A' Tie on Mat

by BILL MCGILL

WITH ONLY ONE MORD TO "SEASON" to go in the great intramural battle, Delta Psi has built up a superbwise with 39 points. Next in the Alpha Delta (309). Meanwhile back in the American league, Sigma Nu is running ahead with 349 while Alpha Chi Rho and Psi kappa Psi are strong, in that order. The results of the piping-pong will no doubt be taken into the mixer.

Ad Wins
Delta Delta Psi. thanks to their relay team, Ron Nisn, and some good second places, placed out Delta in the swimming meet, Crow, finishing a respectable third. For the third straight year Nisn won the 50-yard freestyle (51:7), breaking the Vernon Street record as he splashed the 50 yards in 47 seconds. Other winners were Boris Morn (Puu), diving, Walt Burn (Deke), breaststroke, and Deke in the free-style relay.

In the wing-ding wrestling was, Psi U and New Dorm in "A" tied for first place, both boasting two champions, Bob Williams and Tim Hoffman, winning the Vernon Street bantam, while Bob Brush and Jules Washington won the freshman winners.

THE LINCOLN DAIY COMPANY
BETTER MILK, CREAM AND ICE CREAM
Visit Lincoln Dairy's seven ice cream bars

HERE IS THE FINAL TIE BREAKER IN OLD GOLD'S

TIE-BREAKING PUZZLE NO. 8

Club: This Nebraska coeducational college of liberal arts is affiliated with the Presbyterian Church. It was chartered and opened in 1882.

Answer 1. -
Answer 2. -
Answer 3. -
Name. -
Address. -
City. -
State. -
College. -

NOTE THAT THE ABOVE PUZZLE CONTAINS THE NAMES OF THREE SCHOOLS FOR WHICH THREE SEPARATE CLUES ARE GIVEN.

Players may now mail their completed sets of 8 Tie-Breakers. Before mailing your puzzles, keep an accurate record of your answers. The 8 Tie-Breakers will be announced, nearly trimmed, and enclosed in an envelope, flat and not rolled and addressed to: Tangle Schools, P. O. Box 26A, Mount Vernon 10, N. Y. and bearing a postmark not later than April 5, 1957. Do not decorate or embellish the puzzles in any way. Do not include anything in the envelope but the puzzles.

If, after solutions have been submitted to this set of Tie-Breakers, a tie or ties still remain, those tied will be required to solve another tie-breaking puzzle, in accordance with the official Tangle Schools rules. These tie-breaking puzzles, if necessary, will be mailed to each contestant.

Ousting Presides At NABC Meeting

ATHLETIC DIRECTOR Ray Ousting, president of the National Association of Basketball Coaches, left yesterday morning for the N.A.B.C. convention in Kansas City.

Ousting will preside at the four-day affair before turning over the gavel to president-elect A. T. "Slate" Gill, coach at Oregon State. Ousting will then become chairman of the Board of Directors for one year, as well as a member of the Rules Committee.

He commented on an innovation initiated by him this year which should turn into a highlight of the sessions. The coaches' Rule Recommenda-
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Top Winter Sports Awards Go To Anderson, Shannon, Vincent

AT THE ANNUAL winter sports banquet in Hamlin last Friday night, the teams elected Jack McGowan, Bernie Moran, and Larry Muesch and Jim O'Reilly as captains and co-coaches, respectively, of next year's varsity basketball, squash, and swimming teams.

While Walt Shannon received the John E. Slowik award for the most improved swimmer, Nick Vincent got the most valuable player award in basketball, and Ed Anderson received the award for the highest free-shot average, 74.7.


Student Union BOOKSTORE

CLOTHING & FURNISHING

TANGLE SCHOOLS

PUZZLES

FOLLOW THESE MAILING INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY!

DOE, JOHN LATE DEVEE SCOH. N.D.
Print or type your name and return address on back of the envelope, last name first, this line.

To help checuer, use business-size envelope approximately 4" x 9 1/2", type or print the address on above.
Use 6 postage.

TANGLE SCHOOLS
P.O. BOX 26A
MOUNT VERNON 10, N.Y.

- Use business-size envelope 4" x 9 1/2"...sometimes referred to as a No. 10 envelope.
- Each of the puzzles must be neatly trimmed, separately numbered in numerical order.
- No decorations please! Address envelope as shown.
- Your name and address must be on the back of the envelope across the end and in the position shown in the illustration. Please print or type in capital letters.--LAST NAME FIRST. If mailed according to instructions, 6c postage should be enough.
- In the event of further ties, contestants will be mailed an additional tie-breaking puzzle form.

REMEMBER—ENTRIES MUST BE POSTMARKED NO LATER THAN FRIDAY, APRIL 5, 1957.

FIRST PRIZE—A TRIP TO THE WORLD FOR TWO...OR $500 CASH! EIGHTY-FIVE VALUABLE PRIZES!

A PORTABLE TYPewriter IS A MUST FOR EVERY STUDENT

Sales
Rental
Service
On All Makes of Machines
TO SERVE YOU BEST Call on National Typewriter Co., Inc.
267 ASYLUM STREET HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Telephone JA 7-1115

President Jacobs congratulates next year's winter sports captains at the Awards Banquet last Friday night. Left to right: Bernie Moran, squad; Jim O'Reilly and Larry Muesch, swimming; and Jack McGowan, basketball.